NPR1: the spider in the web of induced resistance signaling
pathways
Corné MJ Pieterse and LC Van Loon
The plant hormones salicylic acid (SA), jasmonic acid (JA), and
ethylene (ET) are major players in the regulation of signaling
networks that are involved in induced defense responses against
pathogens and insects. During the past two years, significant
progress has been made in understanding the function of
NON-EXPRESSOR OF PATHOGENESIS-RELATED GENES1
(NPR1), a key regulator of systemic acquired resistance (SAR),
that is essential for transducing the SA signal to activate
PATHOGENESIS-RELATED (PR) gene expression.
SA-mediated redox changes in Arabidopsis cells regulate
both the functioning of NPR1 and its binding to TGA1,
a member of the TGA family of transcription factors that
activate SA-responsive elements in the promoters of
PR genes upon binding with NPR1. Apart from its role in
regulating SAR in the nucleus, a novel cytosolic function
of NPR1 in cross-communication between SA- and
JA-dependent defense signaling pathways has been identified.
Other advances in induced resistance signaling, such as the
implication that ET is involved in the generation of
systemic signal molecules, the suggestion of the
involvement of lipid-derived molecules in long-distance
signaling, and the identification of new components of
various systemic defense signaling pathways, shed
new light on how plants actively defend themselves against
harmful organisms.
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Abbreviations
coi1
coronatine insensitive1
DIR1
DEFECTIVE IN INDUCED RESISTANCE1
ERF1
ETHYLENE RESPONSE FACTOR1
ET
ethylene
ISR
induced systemic resistance
JA
jasmonic acid
nahG
salicylate hydroxylase gene
NIM1
NON-INDUCIBLE IMMUNITY1
NPR1
NON-EXPRESSOR OF PATHOGENESIS-RELATED GENES1
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PI
PR
ROI
SA
SABP2
SAR
SCFCOI1
TMV

proteinase inhibitor
PATHOGENESIS-RELATED
reactive oxygen intermediates
salicylic acid
SA-BINDING PROTEIN2
systemic acquired resistance
SKP1, CDC53p/CUL1 F-boxCOI1
Tobacco mosaic virus

Introduction
Plant innate immunity is based on a surprisingly complex
response that is highly flexible in its capacity to recognize
and counteract different invaders. To combat invasion by
microbial pathogens and herbivorous insects effectively,
plants make use of pre-existing physical and chemical
barriers, as well as inducible defense mechanisms that
become activated upon attack. Apart from reacting
locally, plants can mount a systemic response that establishes an enhanced defensive capacity in tissues distant
from the site of primary attack. This systemically induced
response protects the plant against subsequent invaders.
Several biologically induced systemic defense responses
have been characterized in detail. These include systemic
acquired resistance (SAR), which is triggered by necrotizing pathogens [1]; induced systemic resistance (ISR),
which is activated upon colonization of roots by selected
strains of non-pathogenic rhizobacteria [2]; and woundinduced defense, which is typically elicited upon tissue
damage such as that caused by feeding insects ([3];
Figure 1). Induced defense responses are regulated by
a network of interconnecting signal transduction pathways in which the hormonal signals salicylic acid (SA),
jasmonic acid (JA), and ethylene (ET) play a major role
[4–6], and other hormones such as brassinosteroids and
abscisic acid can also be involved [7–9].
SA, JA, and ET accumulate in response to pathogen
infection or herbivore damage, leading to the activation
of distinct and partly overlapping sets of defense-related
genes. Global expression profiling of Arabidopsis wildtype
plants and several Arabidopsis SA-, JA-, or ET-signaling
mutants that were infected by Pseudomonas syringae pv.
maculicola revealed substantial cross-talk between the
signaling pathways induced by the three hormones
[10]. It has become clear that different defensive pathways are differentially effective against specific types of
attackers. In general, pathogens that have a biotrophic
lifestyle are more sensitive to SA-dependent responses,
whereas usually necrotrophic pathogens and herbivorous
insects are better resisted by JA/ET-dependent defenses
[11,12,13]. For instance, the activation of SA-dependent
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Effects of biologically induced systemic defense responses on pathogen and insect resistance. (a) Pathogen-induced SAR in tobacco against
TMV. Inoculation of tobacco cv. Samsun NN with TMV induces the formation of lesions as a result of a hypersensitive response (lower panel).
A signal is generated and systemically transported throughout the plant, leading to a SA-dependent defense response that is effective against a
broad spectrum of pathogens. Subsequent inoculation of uninfected plant parts with TMV results in the formation of lesions that are significantly
reduced in size (upper panel) compared to those on the uninduced leaves. (b) Rhizobacteria-ISR in Arabidopsis thaliana against the fungal
pathogen Alternaria brassicicola. Plants whose roots are colonized by selected rhizobacterial strains of P. fluorescens systemically trigger a
JA/ET-dependent defense response in foliar tissues that, like SAR, is effective against a broad spectrum of plant pathogens. Upon inoculation
with A. brassicicola, ISR-expressing plants (upper panel) develop significantly less-severe symptoms compared to non-induced plants (lower panel).
The insert in the upper panel shows an electron micrograph of P. fluorescens bacteria on the surface of a plant root. (c) Wound/herbivore-induced
resistance in tomato against tobacco hornworm larvae. (Upper panel) On the left, a wildtype tomato plant at the end of a feeding trial. On the
right, the tomato mutant suppressor of prosystemin-mediated responses2 (spr2), which is affected in the SPR2 gene and is incapable of
producing a systemic wound signal, resulting in compromised defense against feeding insects. (Lower panel) The hornworm larvae recovered
from the wildtype and mutant plants. The wound response is regulated by a JA-dependent signaling pathway. Photographs in panel (c)
were kindly provided by Greg Howe, Michigan State University, and reproduced from [11] with permission.

SAR by avirulent P. syringae pv. tomato resulted in a
significant level of protection against the biotrophic
pathogen Turnip crinkle virus. In contrast, JA/ET-dependent ISR, triggered by non-pathogenic Pseudomonas fluorescens rhizobacteria, was ineffective against the virus [13].
Conversely, rhizobacteria-mediated ISR provided significant protection against the necrotrophic fungus Alternaria brassicicola, whereas pathogen-induced SAR was
ineffective. Thus, plants are able to differentially activate
defense responses depending on the (micro)organism
perceived. Cross-communication between defense pathways can provide a regulatory potential that allows the
plant to fine-tune its defense responses, depending on
which attacker it is encountering.
In this review, we discuss new developments in induced
defense signaling that have emerged during the past two
years. We emphasize the central role of the regulatory
protein NON-EXPRESSOR OF PATHOGENESISRELATED GENES1 (NPR1). A complete overview
www.sciencedirect.com

of the current status of induced resistance is beyond
the scope of this short update.

Systemic signaling
SAR is by far the best-studied induced resistance
response. The onset of SAR is accompanied by a local
and systemic increase in endogenous levels of SA.
Although SA moves through the plant, it is not the mobile
signal for SAR [1]. Analysis of an Arabidopsis T-DNA
insertion line identified the DEFECTIVE IN INDUCED
RESISTANCE1 (DIR1) gene, which encodes a putative
apoplastic lipid-transfer protein that is required for pathogen-induced SAR [14]. Assessment of the ability of
petiole exudates from wildtype and dir1 plants to induce
SAR-related gene expression indicated that dir1 mutant
plants are incapable of either producing or transmitting
the mobile signal that is essential for the systemic expression of SAR. Maldonado et al. [14] suggest that
DIR1 interacts with a lipid-derived molecule to allow
long-distance signaling. Interestingly, SA-BINDING
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2004, 7:456–464
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PROTEIN2 (SABP2) of tobacco, which functions as a
receptor for SA in Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV)-infected
tobacco, is a lipase whose activity is stimulated by SA
binding and that may generate a lipid-derived signal
that functions in SAR [15]. Moreover, SUPPRESSOR
OF FATTY ACID DESATURASE DEFICIENCY1
(SFD1), which is required for the systemic activation
of SAR also appears to be involved in lipid metabolism
[16]. Together, these findings suggest that lipid-derived
signals are important components of long-distance signaling in SAR.
By using reciprocal grafts of wildtype tobacco plants and
ethylene-insensitive (Tetr) tobacco plants that express a
mutant copy of the Arabidopsis ETHYLENE RESPONSE1
(ETR1) gene, Verberne and coworkers [17] demonstrated that ET is also required for the production or
transmission of the systemic SAR signal in TMV-infected
leaves. ET-insensitive scions that were grafted onto
TMV-infected wildtype rootstocks were capable of
mounting SAR. However, TMV-infected rootstocks of
ET-insensitive tobacco were unable to systemically trigger SA accumulation, PATHOGENESIS-RELATED (PR)
gene expression or SAR in wildtype scions. Interestingly,
ET signaling is similarly implicated in the generation/
transmission of the mobile signal involved in the JA/
ET-dependent ISR that is activated by non-pathogenic
rhizobacteria [18]. Although the signaling pathways that
are involved in SAR and ISR seem to be distinct [2],
it is tempting to speculate that the synthesis or transmission of their mobile long-distance signals requires similar
ET-dependent processes.
Significant progress has also been made in elucidating the
mechanisms involved in wound- and herbivore-induced
signaling in tomato, which are associated with the systemic activation of genes that encode defensive proteinase inhibitors (PIs). The 18-amino-acid peptide
SYSTEMIN, which is cleaved off from PROSYSTEMIN
upon wounding, acts as a mobile signal that initiates the
JA biosynthesis that is required for the activation of PI
genes [19]. By using reciprocal grafts and tomato mutants
that are affected in either JA biosynthesis or action, Howe
and coworkers refined this model [11,20,21]. They
showed that although (PRO)SYSTEMIN is required
for the wound-induced biosynthesis of JA, it is not the
mobile long-distance signal that is required for the systemic activation of PI genes. Rather, (PRO)SYSTEMIN
must act at or near the site of wounding to increase JA
biosynthesis to a level required for the production of the
systemically transported signal. The recognition and
transduction of the long-distance signal results in
enhanced production of JA and subsequent PI gene
expression, a process that again depends on JA signaling.
Howe and coworkers [11,20,21] postulated that JA itself,
or a related compound from the octadecanoid pathway,
may act as the transmissible wound signal.
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2004, 7:456–464

SAR signal transduction
SA accumulates in non-infected plant tissues that perceive the long-distance SAR signal, resulting in the
upregulation of a large set of defensive genes, including
those that encode PR proteins [1,22]. Besides the direct
activation of SA-responsive PR genes, SAR is also associated with an ability to induce cellular defense responses
more rapidly or to a greater degree than in non-induced
plants. This process, called ‘priming’ [23], leads to the
enhanced expression of defense-related genes once
pathogen infection occurs. Compelling evidence for the
essential role of SA in SAR was originally provided
through the use of transgenic plants that expressed the
bacterial salicylate hydroxylase gene nahG [24]. Two
studies recently demonstrated, however, that the nahG
transgene can have pleiotropic effects on defense signaling that cannot be attributed to the low SA content of
nahG plants [25,26]. Thus, data from experiments that use
NahG plants should be interpreted with caution. Mutants
in which SA biosynthesis or action is disturbed, such as
those mutated in the SA-biosynthesis gene SA INDUCTION-DEFICIENT2 (SID2; which encodes isochorismate
synthase [27,28]) or in ENHANCED DISEASE SUSCEPTIBILITY5 (EDS5; which encodes a membrane protein with homology to bacterial multidrug and toxin
extrusion [MATE] transporters [27,29]) will be increasingly instrumental in unraveling the role of SA in defense
signaling.
Transduction of the SA signal to activate PR gene
expression and SAR requires the function of NPR1, also
known as NON-INDUCIBLE IMMUNITY1 (NIM1).
NPR1 is a regulatory protein that was identified in
Arabidopsis through several genetic screens for SARcompromised mutants [30]. Upon induction of SAR,
NPR1 is translocated into the nucleus [31]. NPR1 acts
as a modulator of PR gene expression but does not bind
DNA directly [32]. Yeast two-hybrid analyses have indicated that NPR1 acts through members of the TGA
subclass of the basic leucine zipper (bZIP) family of
transcription factors (TGAs), which are implicated in
the activation of SA-responsive PR genes [32–34].
Electromobility shift assays showed that NPR1 substantially increases binding of TGA2 to SA-responsive promoter elements in the Arabidopsis PR-1 gene [32],
suggesting that NPR1-mediated DNA binding of TGAs
is important for PR gene activation.

NPR1–TGA interactions in vivo
Compelling evidence that binding between NPR1 and
TGAs occurs in planta has been provided by several
studies. Subramaniam and coworkers [35] used a protein-fragment-complementation assay to demonstrate
interactions between NPR1 and TGA2 in vivo, and
showed that the SA-induced interaction is predominantly
localized in the nucleus. Fan and Dong [36] followed
a genetic approach using Arabidopsis transgenics that
www.sciencedirect.com
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overexpressed the carboxy-terminal domain of TGA2.
This mutant TGA2 protein was capable of interacting
with NPR1 but lacked the DNA-binding activity that is
important for TGA function. Accumulation of this dominant-negative mutant TGA2 protein in a wildtype background led to the dose-dependent abolition of TGA
function in an NPR1-dependent manner. The resulting
phenotype resembled that of mutant npr1 plants in that
the ability to express PR-1 in response to the SA analog
2,6-dichloroisonicotinic acid (INA) was impaired, and
susceptibility to infection by P. syringae pv. maculicola
was increased. Furthermore, evidence that NPR1–TGA
interactions are essential for SA-mediated gene activation
in vivo has been provided by both genetic and immunoprecipitation experiments. Using a chimeric reporter system in Arabidopsis, Fan and Dong [36] showed that
TGA2 activates the in planta expression of target reporter
genes in response to SA in an NPR1-dependent manner.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments revealed
that both TGA2 and TGA3 are recruited in vivo in a
SA- and NPR1-dependent manner to SA-responsive elements in the PR-1 promoter [37]. The promoter occupancy of these TGAs was linked to the SA-induced onset
of PR-1 gene expression, supporting the notion that these
transcription factors act as positive regulators of defenserelated gene expression.

TGA function and redox regulation
Knockout analysis of single, double and triple mutants of
TGA2, TGA5 and TGA6 in various combinations have
established that these TGAs play an essential and partially redundant role in the activation of PR gene expression and SAR in Arabidopsis [38]. Transgenic Arabidopsis
plants that overexpressed TGA5 possessed enhanced
resistance towards the oomycete pathogen Peronospora
parasitica, whereas this phenotype was not apparent for
TGA2 overexpressors [39]. This TGA5-mediated resistance was retained in the nim1 mutant background,
suggesting that TGA5 is also involved in the regulation
of an SA-independent defense mechanism. Thus, different members of the TGA multigene family seem to make
additional specific contributions to the regulation of
defense responses.
The differential activities of TGAs may be regulated
posttranscriptionally by distinct pathways that involve
proteasome-mediated proteolysis [40]. Defense mechanisms are also regulated, however, at the level of NPR1
binding. The seven known Arabidopsis TGAs show differential binding activity towards NPR1 in yeast twohybrid assays, with TGA2, TGA3 and TGA6 showing
the strongest binding [32–34]. Interestingly, TGA1 and
TGA4 do not bind to NPR1 in yeast assays. Using an inplanta transient expression assay that was mechanistically
similar to the yeast two-hybrid system, however, Després
and coworkers [41] demonstrated that TGA1 does interact with NPR1 in Arabidopsis leaves upon SA treatment. In
www.sciencedirect.com

the same study, yeast two-hybrid assays of chimeric TGA1
proteins, in which the NPR1-interacting domain of TGA2
was swapped with the corresponding domain from TGA1,
revealed that a 30-amino-acid segment is important for
NPR1 interaction. Comparison of amino acid sequences
with those of other TGAs revealed that both TGA1 and
TGA4 contain two Cys residues in this 30-amino-acid
region that are missing in the TGAs that interact with
NPR1 in yeast. Site-directed mutation of these Cys residues to Asn and Ser transformed TGA1 and TGA4 into
proteins that were capable of interacting with NPR1 in
yeast. Because the Cys residues can form disulfide bridges
that might prevent the interaction of TGA1 and TGA4
with NPR1, Després et al. [41] tested whether the in vivo
redox status of TGA1 affects NPR1 binding. Upon treatment of Arabidopsis leaves with SA, the Cys residues of
TGA1 were reduced, thereby facilitating its interaction
with NPR1 and subsequently enhancing the binding of
TGA1 to SA-responsive promoter elements.

Redox changes connect the SA signal with
NPR1 functioning
Clearly, NPR1 plays an important role in the SAmediated activation of defense-related genes by enhancing the DNA binding of TGAs to SA-responsive elements in their promoters. But how does NPR1 transduce
the SA signal? Previously, experiments with NPR1/NIM1
overexpressors demonstrated that high levels of NPR1
proteins per se do not induce PR expression or resistance,
indicating that NPR1 needs to be activated by an
unknown factor that acts downstream of SA [42,43].
The observations that NPR1 proteins from different plant
species contain conserved Cys residues that are capable of
forming inter- or intra-molecular disulfide bonds, and that
a mutation in one of these Cys residues resulted in a
mutant npr1 phenotype, led Mou et al. [44] to the
hypothesis that NPR1 protein conformation may be sensitive to SA-induced changes in cellular redox status. In a
series of elegant experiments, Mou et al. [44] demonstrated that the induction of SAR is indeed associated
with a change in redox state, possibly caused by the
accumulation of antioxidants. Under these conditions,
NPR1 was reduced from an inactive oligomeric complex
to an active monomeric form. It seems that the monomeric form is required for PR-1 activation, as inhibition of
NPR1 reduction prevented PR-1 gene expression. Mutation of two Cys residues that are crucial for NPR1 oligomer formation led to constitutive monomerization and
nuclear localization of NPR1, and to constitutive expression of the PR-1 gene. Thus, cellular redox changes that
are induced as a result of SA accumulation connect the SA
signal with NPR1 activity during SAR (Figure 2).

The cytosolic function of NPR1 in pathway
cross-talk
Besides its crucial role in the regulation of PR gene
expression, which is predominantly exerted in the
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2004, 7:456–464
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Figure 2
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Model illustrating the role of SA-mediated redox changes, NPR1, and TGA transcription factors in SAR-related gene expression. In non-induced
cells, oxidized NPR1 forms inactive oligomers that remain in the cytosol. Binding of TGAs to the cognate SA-responsive promoter elements
(TGACG) (indicated by dotted lines) is not sufficient to activate the expression of PR-1 genes. Upon infection by a necrotizing pathogen, SA
accumulates and plant cells attain a more reducing environment, possibly because of the accumulation of antioxidants. Under these conditions,
NPR1 is reduced from an inactive oligomeric complex to an active monomeric state through the reduction of intermolecular disulfide bonds.
Monomeric NPR1 is then translocated into the nucleus where it interacts with TGAs, such as TGA2. The binding of NPR1 to TGAs stimulates the
DNA-binding activity of these transcription factors to the cognate cis element (represented by black boxes), resulting in the activation of PR-1
gene expression. In non-induced cells, TGAs that do not interact with NPR1 in yeast two-hybrid assays, such as TGA1, are oxidized and form
intramolecular disulfide bridges that prevent interaction with NPR1. Upon accumulation of SA in planta, the change in redox status reduces the
disulfide bonds in these TGAs, resulting in a conformational change that allows interaction with NPR1.

nucleus, an additional cytosolic function of NPR1 has
been identified in the cross-talk between SA- and JAdependent defense pathways. Activation of SAR suppresses JA signaling in plants, thereby prioritizing SAdependent resistance over JA-dependent defenses [45].
Moreover, pharmacological and genetic experiments
have shown that SA is a potent suppressor of JA-inducible
gene expression [45]. Spoel et al. [46] demonstrated that
the antagonistic effect of SA on JA-triggered gene expression is negatively regulated through SA-activated NPR1.
The nuclear localization of NPR1, which is essential for
SA-mediated PR gene expression, appeared not to be
required for the suppression of JA signaling. Thus, crossCurrent Opinion in Plant Biology 2004, 7:456–464

talk between SA and JA is modulated through a novel
function of NPR1 in the cytosol (Figure 3). The mode-ofaction of NPR1 in the cytosol is unknown. It is tempting
to speculate, however, that it interferes with the previously identified SCFCOI1 ubiquitin-ligase complex
[47,48] that regulates JA-responsive gene expression
through targeted ubiquitination and subsequent proteasome-mediated degradation of a putative negative regulator of JA signaling.
Additional key elements that are involved in pathway cross-talk have been identified. For instance, the
Arabidopsis transcription factor WRKY70 acts as both
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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Proposed model for cytosolic NPR1 as a modulator of cross-talk between SA- and JA-dependent defense responses. Infection by a necrotizing
pathogen results in the accumulation of SA and the activation of NPR1. Activated NPR1 (represented by a star-shaped oval) is then translocated
into the nucleus where it interacts with TGA transcription factors, ultimately leading to the activation of SA-responsive genes. The activation of
NPR1 is controlled by SA-mediated redox changes in the cell (Figure 2). Wounding, such as that caused by feeding insects, results in the
accumulation of JA. A putative repressor of JA-responsive gene expression is then ubiquitinated by a SCFCOI1 ubiquitin-ligase complex that
target proteins for degradation by the proteasome. Removal of the putative repressor protein results in the activation of JA-responsive genes.
Inhibition of JA signaling by SA is regulated by a cytosolic function of SA-activated NPR1, but its site of action is not known.

an activator of SA-responsive genes and a repressor of JAinducible genes, thereby integrating signals from these
antagonistic pathways [49]. In addition, the transcription
factor ETHYLENE RESPONSE FACTOR1 (ERF1)
integrates signals from the JA and ET pathways in activating defense-related genes that are responsive to both
JA and ET [50].

Conclusions
For many years, the mechanism by which SA accumulation activates NPR1 function in the SAR pathway was a
major unknown. The discovery that SA-mediated
changes in cellular redox status result in the reduction
of inactive NPR1 oligomers to active monomers is a great
step forward in our understanding of SAR signal transduction. The observation that a similar change in cellular
redox status is essential for TGA1 to interact in planta
with NPR1 indicates that perturbation of redox homeostasis by SA plays a dual role in SA signal transduction. It
is tempting to speculate, therefore, that the cytosolic
function of SA-activated NPR1 in modulating cross-talk
between SA- and JA-dependent signaling is also redox
regulated. How SA induces changes in the cellular redox
status, and which redox mediators are involved, is largely
www.sciencedirect.com

unknown. Locally, pathogen attack results in increased
SA levels and in the rapid production of reactive oxygen
intermediates (ROI) and H2O2. To neutralize these
potentially toxic compounds, ROI scavengers (such as
the antioxidants catalase, superoxide dismutase and
ascorbate peroxidase) are activated, thereby creating a
shift toward reducing conditions in the plant cell [51–53].
Except for a single report [54], however, systemic activation of SAR in non-infected tissue has been associated
neither with enhanced levels of ROI, nor with increases in
antioxidant levels. In addition, Mou et al. [44] were
unable to demonstrate changes in redox status in leaves
distal to the site of pathogen infection. Thus, the question
of whether redox changes are involved in the SAmediated, NPR1-dependent activation of PR genes in
systemic tissue remains to be answered.
So which challenging questions remain to be addressed
by future research on induced resistance signaling? First,
NPR1 and its interacting partners are not the sole regulators of SA-responsive PR gene expression and SAR.
Other essential transcription factors and their corresponding cis-acting elements have been identified, but their role
in SAR still needs to be clarified. For instance, Desveaux
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2004, 7:456–464
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et al. [55] identified a ‘Whirly’ transcription factor in
Arabidopsis that is activated by SA but functions independently of NPR1 in activating SA-responsive gene
expression and SAR, demonstrating that this type of
induced resistance is regulated in a complex manner.
Second, the identification of critical factors that are
involved in the synthesis and transmission of the yet
unidentified long-distance signals opens up new possibilities for discovering the nature of these mobile signals
and their role in systemic induced resistance. Finally,
global expression profiling has firmly established that
induced defense responses in plants are regulated by a
complex network of interconnecting signaling pathways.
The molecular mechanisms by which plants utilize pathway cross-talk in fine-tuning their resistance response
upon pathogen or insect attack is largely unknown, however, and identifying them is one of the exciting new
challenges for the future.
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